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CLIMATE PROTESTS

Free self
defense
lessons
The university is offering
classes on self-protection
from attacks at no cost.
MARIAH SANCHEZ
Asst. Editor

DIANA TRAN / DAILY TITAN

Strike attendees assembled with signs in Orange County on Sept. 20 to demand that the government better combat global warming.

Local activists take to the streets
SEE DISSENT
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Concert Under the Stars
pays tribute to Woodstock
Under a cotton candy-colored sky, Cal State Fullerton’s Intramural Field was
transformed into a warm and
welcoming venue to enjoy a
night of music and entertainment for the annual “Concert
Under the Stars.”
Reminiscent of the 1969
Woodstock festival, the stage
was adorned with graphics that
could make one feel as though
they were inside a lava lamp,
or immersed in a ‘60s dream.
Serving as the perfect canvas for the talented students
from the College of the Arts,
as well as the talented alumni, Brooke Aston Harper and
the Backline Band, the stage
was all set for these gifted
Titans to share their artistry
with the community.
This annual event brought
many new and returning attendees, including Ed Paul,
a 1968 CSUF alumnus

from the accounting department, who has attended
with his wife since the event
was first introduced to the
community.
“We’ve been coming for
many years, I’m a graduate
of Cal State Fullerton, so I’ve
been coming, it seems like, for
20-plus years” Paul said.
This annual event serves
as both a fundraiser for
CSUF and scholarships,
such as the Presidential
honors scholarship, as well
as a thank you to the city
of Fullerton. Drawing thousands of attendees, even
Tuﬀy made an appearance
looking as dapper as ever in
a top hat.
Gwen Atherton, a history major and president scholar, volunteered as a part of the
welcoming staﬀ for the event.
SEE SKY

Musical numbers like ‘Proud
Mary’ keep the night rollin’.
BERNADETTE STEELE
Asst. Editor

Cal State Fullerton’s University Police started its three-course
class for the Rape Aggression Defense Systems (R.A.D.) on Friday. These classes are usually
$25 a semester, however the fees
this semester were covered by the
campus police following a rape
reported earlier this month.
The class is aimed to teach
women techniques and tools
for situations where they may
be assaulted, or feel unsafe and
cornered. The methods are specific to ensure injury to the attacker, allowing for a safe getaway, said Capt. Scot Willey of
University Police.
“Our basic goal is to empower women to let them know they
have some techniques. These are
techniques that almost anyone
can do on anyone else,” said Cpl.
Tom Perez.
The room was completely full
with 41 women who attended
the class. A majority of whom
were CSUF students, however,
staﬀ and community members
joined in as well.
The R.A.D. system has been
implemented by all California
State Universities for many years.
While the purpose behind the
class is very serious, the instructors try to keep it light-hearted
and fun, Willey said.
The class started oﬀ with a presentation about statistics on assaults and how predators choose
their victims.
“It’s typically people that aren’t paying attention, that are
looking down, that don’t look
them in the eye, that kind of
look away or are maybe a little
bit timid. They’re predators so
they’re going to go for what’s the
easiest prey,” Willey said.
The instructors use this information to encourage the women to walk confidently with their
heads up and aware of their surroundings, Willey said.
“If you haven’t been in a class
or you haven’t been practicing or
you’re just not at the forefront of
your consciousness, those couple of seconds could be big trouble,” said Lori Pullman, a CSUF
doctorate student. “Keep yourself
safe. The police can’t be everywhere on campus.”
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The opening number of the concert featured Cal State Fullerton’s College of the Arts students performing in vibrant clothing, replicating ‘60s style.

Self-defense instructors used handson methods to teach each student.
SEE R.A.D. 3
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Orange County residents joined an international initiative to encourage governments to address climate change by marching and displaying signs.

Dissent: Locals join global movement
CONTINUED FROM

People from various walks of life
partook in a worldwide outcry.
DIANA TRAN
Staff Writer

Climate change strikers marched on
the sidewalk and in front of Orange City
Hall as car horns blared in solidarity on
Friday, Sept. 20.
Attendance more than doubled since the
last climate strike, said 11-year-old organizer, Julius Speiser, along with his siblings.
”This is the second climate strike me
and my sister and my brother have done,
the global second strike. We strike here
also every Friday. Last time, we only had
50 people, and this time we have about
120 or something like that, so it’s a big
change,” Julius said.
An estimated 4 million people protested around the world on Sept. 20 to call for
governments to take immediate action addressing climate change. Greta Thunberg,
the 16-year-old Swedish environmental
activist, is credited for inspiring the acts of
this record-setting international coalition,

according to Reuters.
Roger Gloss with Orange County for
Climate Action along with the Climate
Reality Project helped organize the event.
Gloss has been a climate activist since
2014 and is now 74-years-old.
Gloss expressed excitement to see
younger people coming into the cause in
a major way.
”We need this to be youth-driven,” Gloss
said. “We can help, but it’s their future.”
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reported in 2018 that if the
global temperature exceeds 1.5 degrees
Celsius by as early as 2030 there would be
higher risks to health, food security and
water supply.
Sydney Alferos, a CSUF student, believes climate change is something that
should be important to everyone.
“Even if you only have a basic understanding, it’s still enough to know that you
should be out there helping,” Alferos said.
Makeup company Lush Cosmetics decided to close all its North American
stores on Sept. 20 in support of the climate
strikes. This decision allowed Brandon
Wetmore, a Lush employee, to attend the
strike with his coworkers.

Wetmore said he wanted to strike because people need to make changes.
“We need to do something for the future, and not just my future, but the future of the children that are coming after
me,” Wetmore said.
Angel Clemente, had no idea about the
climate strikes until he was walking to a
nearby library.
“I would attend a climate strike in the
future if I had the time and capability. I
think the environment is important because at the end of the day — us humans
or homo sapiens — we’re all animals in
some sort of way and we all depend on the
environment,” Clemente said.
Olivia Martinez, a CSUF student, said
she enjoyed the energy of fellow attendees.
She recently learned about the negative effects of the meat industry on the environment and has since gone vegetarian with
plans to go vegan.
Human activities are estimated to
have raised the global climate by 1 degree celsius.
However, the International Plant Protection Convention states net-zero emissions
must be achieved in less than 15 years.
The organizer’s main purpose is to call

1

for a complete stop to the burning of fossil
fuels, and instead, use 100% renewable energy, according to the international entity,
Global Climate Strike.
Climate strikers also voiced ideas that
they stated would help fight the climate
crisis.
Martinez said single-use plastic should
be the next item California tackles on top
of plastic bags and straws. She wants to
stress the importance of single-use plastic
not being limited to take-out containers.
“It’s things that you don’t think of in
daily life, like shampoo, dish soap, your
detergent and even deodorant. The ones
you buy and use every day; that’s plastic
too,” Martinez said.
Alferos agrees that there should be more
regulation on the amount of plastic used in
commercial packaging.
“When you buy a pair of scissors, it
shouldn’t come in this huge plastic packaging. When you buy stuﬀ from Amazon, it shouldn’t be a small thing with
a box full of plastic wrap. It’s unnecessary,” said Alferos.
Climate change activists are expected
to continue voicing their concerns through
protest until Sept. 27.
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University Hall officially renamed
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A crowd of administrators, faculty, students and staff gathered outside of the newly named Gordon Hall to remember the legacy of the late former President Milton A. Gordon.

The building was renamed
Gordon Hall after the late
CSUF President.

BRIANA TORRES
Staff Writer

“

I wish we didn’t have
to give this class, but
the reality is we do.
We are not here to
blame victims or to
treat people not to be
victims.

“

TOM PEREZ
Corporal, University Police
VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM

women about bear hugs, chokeholds and foot-stomping. The instructors will also go over what
to do if a woman wakes up with
a person on top of them or behind
them, Perez said.
During the final class, there will
be police oﬃcers who are heavily
padded so the women can practice
what they have learned on a real
person. The women will be presented with diﬀerent scenarios to
react to, the corporal said.
“It is a controlled environment.
Their adrenaline is pumping, their
heart rate is going,” Perez said. It’s
just to get the blood flowing and
the heart rate up a little bit and to
see what they can do.”
Some people rely on tools and
products to defend themselves
in situations where they feel unsafe. However, from Willey’s experience, sometimes products
like pepper spray do not work
on some people. He highlighted the importance of being alert
and having all the tools and techniques to defend yourself.
Willey recognizes that the current R.A.D. courses at CSUF are
tailored only to women, leaving out other members of the
community who may be at risk
of assault. He added that he is
currently having conversations
about creating workshops for the
LGBTQ community.
In the meantime, University
Police is looking to add another
round of courses due to the influx
of interest from the community.
“I wish we didn’t have to give
this class, but the reality is we do.
We are not here to blame victims
or to treat people not to be victims. I wish we could get the word
to every guy in the world to stop
assaulting women,” Perez said.

EDITORIAL
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The first class taught three
stances: cautious contact, warning contact and defensive stance.
From there, the students learned
how to strike with a regular fist,
hammer fist, open palm, spear
first and a slap. The last moves
they learned were three types of
kicks: sweep kick, snap kick and
straight kick.
Throughout the session, the instructors stressed the importance
of speaking up. For every move
the women made, they were instructed to loudly yell “no.”
“It’s all about being loud, being
recognized and noticed. If someone comes up and puts their hands
on you, we give them the tools on
how to react to that. It’s literally
get away from me, what do you
want, someone help me, or yelling
fire because that’s when people
pay attention,” Willey said.
Sarah Adassi, an attendee, said
she has been approached by people late at night while walking
back to her car after work.
“They either grab me or they
wait for me to be alone and then
they just kind of corner me. I feel
better about this,” Adassi said.
The following class will start
with a review and then teach
CONTINUED FROM
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an advanced enrollment rate of
36,000, including a substantial increase in diversity.
“I see his footprints everywhere, you look at the buildings,
you look at the students, you
look at the academic achievements on this campus and you
see education is real on this
campus,” said Jacqueline Otis,
administrator of the Student Academic Services center.
Gordon also oversaw the addition of a doctorate in education
at CSUF, one of the first of the
23 California State Universities
to oﬀer the degree, in addition to
13 new academic programs.
During his tenure, Gordon
oversaw the construction of 22
buildings, according to the Los
Angeles Times. This most included the addition of the Clayes
Performing Arts Center, Mihaylo Hall and the Student Recreation Center. Gordon directed
the Titan community’s educational achievements, through inclusiveness and diversity.
“The thing that is the most
fun right now is all of our freshmen only know this as Gordon
Hall, so I hear people all the
time say ‘Can you tell me where
Gordon Hall is?’ So it won’t be
long before this will never be
known as University Hall, only
Gordon Hall,” Virjee said.
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CSUF President Fram Virjee embraces Margaret Faulwell Gordon, the wife
of former CSUF President Milton A. Gordon.

Cal State Fullerton faculty, administrators and students
gathered to celebrate the name
change of University Hall to
Milton A. Gordon Hall this past
Friday. The new name recognizes the legacy of late CSUF
President Milton A. Gordon.
“It was wonderful, and it is
overdue. He is a foundational legacy for this campus,” said current
CSUF President Fram Virjee.
“He touched so many lives
in his career, and he made the
world a better place for so many
because of his remarkable leadership and passion for students
and education,” said Sarah Jay,
former president scholar.
The legacy of Gordon goes
beyond his 22 years of service
as president at CSUF. He represented an era of expansion and
diversity for the CSUF community, according to former CSUF
President Mildred Garcia.
“You know we’re more than
50% Hispanic, we’re more than

25% Asian Pacific Islander, we
are 60% first generation, 60%
Pell eligible kids and, we thrive
and excel with that demographic because we believe in collaboration and cooperation, and not
just in cultural literacy but in
athleticism of celebrating culture and ethnicity,” Virjee said.
The campus welcomed a more
diverse student body while Gordon was president. Originally a
60% Caucasian student demographic in 1990, the enrollment
of minorities raised to 57% before Gordon’s retirement in 2012.
Throughout Gordon’s presidency,
CSUF was ranked fifth in the nation and first in the state of graduating Latinos, according to the
Los Angeles Times.
“Milton A. Gordon certainly
shared the action and passion of
his time. He demonstrated that
action and passion every day of
his life, and everyone will be
reminded of that; of his remarkable legacy, whenever we see
or visit the Milton A. Gordon
Hall,” Jay said.
Inside the lobby of Gordon
Hall, a presentation highlights
Gordon’s contributions to the
Titan community, Virjee said.
When Gordon entered oﬃce,
the CSUF student body held a
population of 25,600. This number
grew during his administration to
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Trump regulated vaping — Now it’s time for guns
Electronic cigarettes aren’t
the only public safety
issue America faces.

APRIL SHELBY
Staff Writer

President Donald Trump’s
swift treatment of electronic cigarettes as a public health
issue is great, however the nation’s gun violence epidemic
needs that same attention.
Conservative legislators and
their supporters have typically
seen guns as a second amendment issue. But e-cigarettes are
also a public safety issue and
need restrictions placed against
them.
The Trump administration
decided to ban flavored e-cigarette products after the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention announced seven deaths
and 530 cases of lung injury
across the country, all of which
involved e-cigarette usage.
The Food and Drug Administration would need to release
its finalized version of the ban,
however it will have a 30-day
delay until it becomes active.
The ban would only allow for
tobacco flavored products to
stay on the market while flavored vape products would need
to be individually approved by
the FDA.
Michigan is the first state to
ban non-tobacco flavored e-cigarette products, and California,
the home of e-cigarette company Juul, is looking to ban
non-tobacco flavored products
as well.
One of the main reasons that

VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM
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the government has been swift
to ban these flavored products
is due to their ability to entice
children and teenagers. Online retailers sell flavors such
as cookie butter, glazed donuts,
”unicorn frappe” and more,
which draws the attention of
younger people.
Teen usage of e-cigarettes

almost doubled from 2017-18,
where the percentage of teens
using e-cigarettes jumped from
11% to 21% within 30 days.
A study from the Institute
for Social Research at the University of Michigan found
that flavors contribute to the
heightened rate of teens using
e-cigarette products as 37% of

teens say they would use it for
its taste.
Clearly by banning e-cigarettes and pushing back against
lobbyists, the Trump administration has shown, or at least is
trying to show, that they value
public safety and health.
There’s no reason that they
can’t do the same with guns.

Gun violence aﬀects children significantly. Nearly 2,900
children are shot and killed
each year, and over 3 million
children witness a shooting
annually.
In 2019, approximately 58%
of those deaths are homicides
and there have been 69 incidents of gunfire on school
grounds, according to the Everytown for Gun Safety Support
Fund. Eleven of these incidents
resulted in death.
While the gun lobbyists have
had the ear of Republican lawmakers for years, so has the
e-cigarette lobbyists.
According to The Washington Post, Juul, one of the leading e-cigarette producers, has
a significant lobbying arm that
works closely with the Trump
administration. Despite this,
the administration has decided to ban a large portion of the
business.
The Trump administration
should do the same to those
who lobby against gun control
to signal to Republicans that
there is a greater good at hand.
For now at least, there are
ways to move forward with gun
control that can be palatable to
Republicans.
California has the most robust set of gun control laws in
the U.S., according to the Giffords Law Center to Prevent
Gun Violence.
These laws include conducting sales through licensed dealers, background checks, safety
certificates for firearm purchasers, one-handgun-a-month purchasing limits, strict gun show
regulations, a 10-day waiting
period before the sale or transfer of a firearm and a ban on
most assault weapons.
Through these regulations,
it’s obvious that California is
approaching gun violence as a
critical public health issue.
It’s a torch the Trump administration needs to run with.
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Second half goal propels Titans over Dons
Oscar Flores and Christian
Pinzon gave CSUF a boost to
remain undefeated.
BRIANA TORRES
Staff Writer
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Fullerton forward Christian Pinzon adds another goal to defeat University
of San Francisco 2-1.

Cal State Fullerton men’s soccer defeated San Francisco University, 2-1, inside the Negoesco
Stadium this past Sunday.
This victory marks CSUF’s
fifth year in a row defeating San
Francisco. CSUF men’s soccer currently ranks No. 14 in the
NCAA, a rise from their previous
rank at No. 22.
Sandro Bradara, a forward for
San Francisco, scored the first
goal of the game in the 48th
minute with the help of teammate
Cameron Martin. San Francisco lost its previous match against
Sacramento State and broke a
two-win streak, and currently
stand at 2-5 for the season.
Titan goalkeeper Paul-Andre
Guerin was looking to add to his

career shutout totals, but allowed
a goal early in the second half
when Bradara scored.
As the sun began to set, CSUF
persevered during each minute of
the game against the Dons.
There was a sense of urgency
in the Titans as they kept the ball
moving forward and continued to
press their way towards the other team’s side. Forward Christian
Pinzon scored the first goal for
Fullerton in the 54th minute with
an assist from Sam Molz.
USF goalkeeper Ruben Stuiver had a busy first half along with
Guerin as they both were called
on to make five saves.
Stuiver had his hands full in
the second half, as he had to
make three more saves on the
nine shots the Titans were able
to get oﬀ.
Constantly keeping the ball
moving, Fullerton continued to
build. Despite their determination to defeat Fullerton, the Dons
were given a free kick in the last
seven minutes of play, but the

Titans still managed to push the
ball towards the goal.
Midfielder Oscar Flores scored
the winning goal in the 68th minute of the game with the help of
Sebastian Cruz.
The Titans were the more aggressive team throughout the
game as they had 16 fouls, with
four of those fouls resulting in
yellow cards.
Pinzon and Flores were two
of the players who received yellow cards.
Despite being in the lead, the
Titans did not stop their determination to make another goal. As
their discipline improved from
their previous games, their consistent midfield focused on circulating the ball.
With a total of 15 shots made
by the Titans and 10 shots made
by the Dons, CSUF took home
another win and continued their
undefeated winning streak. The
Titans continue their undefeated
streak this Wednesday, Sept. 25
against Cal Baptist at 7:00 p.m.

Volleyball splits
weekend in Riverside
Women’s volleyball enters
conference play leading the
NCAA with 20 digs per set.

Looking to solidify the victory, the Titans took the lead in the
fourth set by scoring nine straight
points. However, the Redhawks
went on a 10-1 run to get back in
the set. The set volleyed back and
KASON CLARK
forth until the Redhawks won, 25Asst. Editor
22, to tie the match, 2-2.
Fullerton then trailed during the
After losing to Seattle Universi- entire fifth set as the Redhawks
ty, the Cal State Fullerton women’s won 15-9 to win the match.
volleyball team finished with a 1-1
With the first loss behind
standing in the UC Riverside Clas- them, the Titans went on to pull
sic after defeating Penn, on Satur- a reverse sweep on Penn on Satday afternoon.
urday afternoon.
CSUF now stands at 8-3 going
CSUF lost the first set after the
into conference play.
Quakers went on a 7-0 run and
Opening the tournament on held on to win, 25-17. Fullerton’s
Friday, CSUF played a competi- weekend looked bleak as Penn
tive game with Seattle Universi- continued the momentum into the
ty, but ultimately lost the match, second set and won, 25-21.
3-2. The Redhawks out perFullerton responded by winformed the Titans in kills, assists ning both the third and fourth
and kill percentage.
sets, 25-19, and tied the match
CSUF started the first set score, 2-2. The Titans carried
strong when they captured a 7-4 their momentum into the fifth
lead, but the Redhawks quickly and final set and won, 15-12, to
returned and wound up winning win the match.
the set, 25-18.
Crawford again led the Titans
Fullerton answered back to with 14 kills, while junior Saeven the match in the second vahna Costello recorded 18 digs.
set, 25-17.
Junior Makenzi Abelman recorded
In the second set, the Titans had 44 assists and six digs for the Tianother hot start by racing out to a tans and was named to the UCR
4-0 lead, thanks to two kills from Classic All-Tournament Team.
Julia Crawford.
The Titans recorded a higher
However, the Redhawks again kill percentage of 0.252, combounced back from their slow pared to the Quakers’ 0.238. Fullerton’s Callie Petrey-Juarez tackled by Weber St.’s Grace Youngberg.
start and took a 12-11 lead. This However, the Quakers outtime, the Titans scored two straight matched the Titans with 70 kills
points and led the rest of the set. and 69 assists to CSUF’s 51 kills
Five of Crawford’s 21 kills oc- and 46 assists.
curred in this set.
Women’s volleyball will play
Fullerton carried its momen- this Tuesday at UC Riverside to
tum into the third set and won, open conference play. The High25-18. The Titans and Redhawks landers are 4-7 this season and
traded points in the beginning of are on a two-game losing streak.
the set to a 7-7 tie.
They will then return for their
CSUF scored 11 straight points home opener Friday night when Forward Atlanta Primus ties State. Tension between the players and the referees was prevalent
to lead 18-7, with Crawford record- they play Cal Poly San Luis program record for assists
throughout the first 45 minutes, deing five kills in that stretch alone.
Obispo at 7 p.m.
by collecting her 18th.
spite attempts to brush it oﬀ.
“It’s easy to let the refs aﬀect the
game, but we have to just move
MARIAH ROSS
on. Our team needs to do a betAsst. Editor
ter job of doing that,” said Hayley
Brown.
Fellow veteran Maddie Bennett
The Cal State Fullerton women’s
soccer team extended their streak echoed Brown’s sentiments, agreeto five games after defeating We- ing that “you have to let it go.”
Despite the first half struggles,
ber State, 2-0, on Sunday night at
the Titans dominated the second
Titan Stadium.
The sweep came just two days half with 14 shots, compared to
after the Titans extended their the Wildcat’s two. Brown credited
season record to 6-2 with a 1-0 practice and trust in her teammates
win over Loyola Marymount. Se- for the turn around.
“We just applied the things
nior Atlanta Primus earned her
fourth goal of the season in the we’ve been doing in practice to
81st minute of the match after a the game, and I think that made
series of failed shot attempts by us more successful,” Brown
said.
both teams.
The success came early in the
Sunday’s victory over the
Wildcats started oﬀ slow as the second half when Primus scored
Titans went scoreless in the first her fifth goal of the season in
half with six attempted shots. the 50th minute of the game.
Half of the shot attempts came The goal was the 18th in Primfrom senior Maddie Bennet, who us’ college career, the 10th most
is in the middle of a career sea- in CSUF’s history. She also tied
son with six goals including two the school’s assist record with her
19th leading to a goal by Taylor
game-winning shots.
CSUF was the more aggressive Salgado.
MATT BROWN / CSF ATHLETICS
Salgado’s goal came in the
team in the first half with three
Libero Savahna Costello recorded eight assists over the UCR Classic.
fouls compared to two from Weber 65th minute of the match, but

MARIAH ROSS / DAILY TITAN

Women’s soccer victory
spoiled by injuries

VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM

the celebration was short-lived
as she appeared to have suﬀered
a lower leg injury.
Shortly after Salgado went
down, Primus left the field in the
68th minute with an apparent arm
injury. Coach Damien Brown
said he hopes the injury is one that
won’t aﬀect the team in the long
run.
“Hopefully a day oﬀ and some
treatment will help her get going,”
Brown said.
The win starts the Titans’ longest winning streak since 2015,
where they won eight games in a
row. With 20 goals just nine games
in, they are on track to surpass the
23 goals made in the 2018 season.
“I think the maturity from the
2018 season to where we are now
in 2019 is the biggest change and
the biggest factor,” Brown said.
“Our women are seeing the game
with the importance that I think it
deserves.”
The Titans head to San Francisco for their last non-conference
game Friday, Sept. 27. Injury updates on Primus and Salgado are
expected within the week.
“They’ll be with our medical
staﬀ, and we’ll probably get some
confirmation as to their status by
Tuesday,” Brown said.
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Careers in Music
Taking notes from industry professionals
A panel of experts shared
their business advice with
aspiring students.

MADELINE GRAY
Editor

“The industry is vibrant and
competitive, requiring planning, adaptability, commitment
and creativity to find success,”
said DeMarco White, a host of
the Careers in the Music Industry panel. Stories and advice were shared from professionals in the industry where
they showcased their important
ideas and musical journeys on
Sept. 18 at Cal State Fullerton’s
Pollak Library.
Musicians and music industry professionals struck a chord
with students during the discussion, which was hosted by the
House of Blues Music Forward
Foundation. Wednesday night’s
panel allowed students to learn
about what it takes to find success in the current music business from those who have experienced it firsthand.
The panel included people
from six diﬀerent professions
ranging from musicians to promoters. Among the seats at the
panel were Al-leigh Roden, VIP
concierge for House of Blues
Anaheim, Charlie Adler, Live
Nation Talent Buyer, Alina Gonzales, Junior Promoter for Live
Nation, Austin Snowden, production specialist for Yamaha
Corp., Justin Emord, bass player and Varun, DJ and producer.
Topics ranged from what
each panelist studied in school
to their deep love for music.
Alina Gonzales’ career as a
talent booker stemmed from
how much she enjoys attending
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DeMarco White (left), asked panelists Al-Leigh Roden (center) and Charlie Adler (right) questions about their careers.

concerts.
“I always loved music and
live shows. I needed to find a
way to get into shows for free
because shows are (expensive),”
Gonzales said.
The beginning of the panel started with questions from
White. Towards the end, students were given the opportunity to ask their own questions
whether they were about career-specific advice or tips on
making it in the field.
The panelists spoke about how
they have had to adapt to working in the music business and be
proactive about each move. Panelist Justin Everett learned how
to market himself to potential
bandmates and sell his talent.
The changing trajectory of the
music industry kept Everett on
his toes as he “just grew and took

steps from thinking ‘alright I’m in
this band, this band can’t go any
further now, I’m gonna quit and
jump into this band,’” he said.
Daniel Kelley, program coordinator, organized the entire
event with support from Laura
Neal, college career specialist
for the College of the Arts. They
worked together to promote the
panel and highlight the work
done by the House of Blues Music Forward Foundation.
The foundation notes that
their mission focuses on transforming young lives, inspiring
careers and supporting a more
inclusive industry.
Kelley’s goal for the event
was to reach various types of
students on CSUF’s campus.
“This room is so diverse.
There’s so many diﬀerent kinds of
students, a lot of diﬀerent majors

we hear about. We wanted to really engage these two diﬀerent
groups of people to try to create
that connection,” Kelley said.
CSUF students found the
panel helpful, including film
major Randy Saldana. The various roles of the panelists gave
Saldana insight into the diﬀerent types of careers available.
“I feel like I learned a lot
about the industry itself through
everyone’s diﬀerent points of
view,” Saldana said.
The House of Blues Music
Forward Foundation’s main
goal is to give students an idea
of the ins and outs of the music
industry after making connections with each professional.
“Just watching the networking space and the questions that
were asked, it’s pretty apparent
that a lot of students learned a
lot of new things,” Kelley said.
“In the future, if we do this
again, I’d want to definitely
keep that spirit alive.”
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Students networked with panelists post question and answer session.
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SAVE-THE-DATE
Sep 24:

M5 The Mexican Brass

Oct 3:

Benjamin Sung, Violin Performance

Oct 12:

Indigenous Peoples’ Day

Oct 31:

Halloween

Nov 11:

Veteran’s Day
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ANGLER FISH
LADY FISH
CLOWN FISH
COD FISH
PIRANHA FISH MARINE FISH
STAR FISH
KOI FISH
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TROPICAL FISH
SALMON FISH
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Sky: Titans showcased talents with community
CONTINUED FROM

1

“This is a very huge fundraiser
for our university and we depend
on it every year. We like to invite the public out to see all of our
amazing talent that we have going
on, and to really build a sense of
community with the city of Fullerton,” Atherton said.
Many audience members gravitated towards the theme of this
year’s concert, “Peace, Love and
Music!” Which served as a tribute to the 50th anniversary of the
Woodstock music festival.
Jennifer Keil, a 2014 graduate
from CSUF, was drawn to the
theme of Woodstock because she
felt that the idea of coming together during tough times is important to prioritize.
“The cultural history to me represents a time of peace and reflection, and coming together. So
I think with the state of aﬀairs, I
would hope the university could be

a place where we could come together at large and find resolution
in the state of the nation and the
world,” Keil said.
The inspiration of Woodstock
paved the way for an inclusive
event, but the theme of community, love and living in harmony encapsulated audience members in
a manner that was perfectly interwoven with the idea of the historic
1969 music festival.
As dusk broke and the stars
speckled across the night sky, the
concert began with a performance
from the Concert Under the Stars
ensemble, made up of students
from CSUF’s College of the Arts.
As the number ended, the students left the stage and CSUF
President Fram Virjee’s wife, Julie made her entrance to welcome
the audience for a night filled
with love and peace – the two
things that the couple said encapsulates the spirit of CSUF.
“It’s about a piece of the

American dream, about moving it forward, about elevating lives, about elevating families, and that’s why we’re here,”
President Virjee said.
The Backline Band, which performed with Brooke Aston, was
made up entirely of CSUF alumni
including vocalists Marlene Martinez and Emily Mitchell, woodwinds player Vince Hizon, guitarist Marcus McMillan, pianist Jarod
Sheahan, bassist Elliott Lawrence
and drummer Dustin Johnson.
The band performed a variety
of hits from the ‘60s, such as music from Nancy Sinatra and Jefferson Airplane.
Harper explained that there are
multiple reasons why she keeps
coming back to perform for the
“Concert Under the Stars.”
“I know what it means to a
CSUF student to receive a scholarship, and the scholarships that are
funded by this event tonight ... The
second reason is because there is

nothing like being a part of the Titan family,” Harper said.
Harper has performed at the
concert for the past seven years and
her vocal range is truly amazing as
she annihilated songs like “Proud
Mary” and “Piece of My Heart.”
The enchanting harmonies and
instrumental solos performed
throughout the night, and talented stage hands who quickly setup the stage for Harper and the
Backline Band made the event
nothing short of amazing.
Dressed in flowy fabrics, floral
crowns, tie-dye and fringe vests,
audience members enjoyed a night
of singing, dancing and plenty of
food and drink options.
The evening ended with a
choir performance of “Bridge
Over Troubled Water,” and
“Abraham, Martin and John,”
which featured angelic harmonies and led into a medley of
songs from the musical “Hair”
performed by the ensemble.

What better way to end the evening than with a bang, as fireworks painted the night sky with
bursts of color and light.
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Cal State Fullerton President Fram
Virjee (right) and his wife, Julie (left)
greet the audience at the concert.

WINTER SESSION
CLASS SCHEDULES ARE UP
Add classes to your cart on Titan Online now

winter.fullerton.edu

BIRD BRAINED
BY: MAKENZIE VAN VOOREN

Identify where Tuffy is in the photo and message any of
the Daily Titan’s social media platforms, @thedailytitan,
with the location and your full name for a chance to win!

$2 0
Last Week’s WINNER

Where do you think Tuffy is?

Ashley Marie Rocha
Last Week’s Location: Titan Shop Steps

SONG OF THE DAY
D’Evils

The song is an awe-inspiring first-person description

JAY-Z

of pervasive danger. -Isaiah, News Editor

8AM CLASS STARTER PACK

VISIT US AT: DAILYTITAN.COM
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Quince Night fights gentrification
A quinceañera-inspired
event featured Mexican
traditions with local artists.
SARITA ESPINOSA
Asst. Editor

Highland Park vs. gentrification:
Quince Night wins this round.
Pedestrians can hear banda
music playing from cars while
staring at a restaurant menu that
lists single tacos for $3.50 on
North Figueroa Street in Highland Park.
Due to gentrification, Highland Park is a community in
flux. Alexis Chavez, co-organizer of Quince Night along
with Johan Moreno, sought to
give their community members
a space to enjoy their culture,
opening up the night with concha cupcakes and funk oldies.
“I grew up in Highland Park,
and currently my neighborhood
and community is being gentrified. I think celebrating our culture makes us feel included because there is a Latino community
that’s here. And we’re kind of being shunned away from Highland
Park now, but we’re still here,”
Chavez said.
The Lodge Room in Highland
Park housed the third Quince
Night to date, organized by
Chavez and Moreno. The lineup
was stacked with local talent including: The Sinseers, The Altons, a tribute to Selena by Monica Peralta and È Arenas.
The night of dance raised
proceeds for the grassroots, education-focused and Los Angeles based organization Let’s
Give. The funds will be used
for the nonprofit’s event at the
end of September.
“Back to School is going to be a
day of beautiful love and community with our elementary school
kids in Compton at McKinley Elementary School. We’re going to
be donating all free school supplies, free massages (and) free
haircuts,” said Morea Sabido, a
volunteer with Let’s Give.
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Morea Sabido, a volunteer for Let’s Give, skims through Aura Tellez’s collection of vintage clothing.

Quince Night was inspired by
Chavez’s love for quinceañeras.
“Quinces are a great way to
celebrate the Mexican tradition
and everybody always has fun at
quinceaneras so that’s what inspired us,” Chavez said.

The first Quince Night, held
in January 2018, was a response
to the Deferred Action Childhood Arrivals (DACA) repeal
with proceeds going toward their
recipients.
Quince
Night
was
an

environment where attendees
were encouraged to be themselves. The organization advised
attendees to “Dress comfortably! Just be yourself Quince attire is optional.”
Some people sported jackets

with their identity on them, such
as the Guatemalan flag on the
back of a denim jacket. Anthony
Perez, a local resident who attended the event, wore a denim jacket
with a Chicano Power patch.
“I think it’s an incredible opportunity to come out here and have
fun in my own community without the gentrifiers,”Perez said.
El pastel (the cake) is an essential part of any quince and is
traditionally cut by the mother.
Kirsten Hueck, friend of Alexis
Chavez, cut the cake for attendees to enjoy.
“Everybody said it was really
delicious. That was really awesome to hear because it’s a local bakery. We’re really trying
to support local businesses so
I’m glad that everyone’s asking
about the local stuﬀ that we’re
bringing here, because that’s our
goal,” Chavez said.
No quince is complete without
dancing to “No Rompas Mas Mi
Pobre Corazón.” È Arenas played
the traditional song at increasing
speed which eventually turned the
crowd into a mosh pit.
In between sets, attendees had
the opportunity to shop for records, original art, jewelry and
vintage clothing from local vendors. Aura Tellez, an aspiring librarian, sold vintage clothes at
the Quince Night.
“I try to keep the prices aﬀordable for the community. I price
things as the prices I would be
able to aﬀord,” Tellez said.
The musical performances also
dealt with issues of colorism and
gender norms.
Before performing her song
“Identity Crisis,” Jarina De Macro said “Hair types like pelo bueno, pelo malo, india clara – all
these words to avoid saying black.
There is a problem with us saying
we are black because of colonialism. So f*** colorism.”
È Arenas challenged gender
norms for aﬀection between men.
“We don’t say from men to older
men ‘Te Amo’,” Arenas said. ”We
say te quiero mucho but that s***
ain’t ”te amo”...they aren’t ready
for it but I think we’re ready.”

Hip Hop belongs in an academic setting
Newest addition to the Black
Student Union connects musical
and racial identities.
JULIAN OROZCO
MADISON AMIREHTESHAMI
Staff Writers

Cal State Fullerton’s new club, Hip Hop
Heads has formed to change the typical
narrative that hip-hop music is out of place
in an academic environment.
Last Wednesday, Hip Hop Heads hosted
their first event to talk about hip-hop and
movies in the Titan Student Union.
Several of the movies dominating the
conversation were centered around hip-hop
culture of the early ‘90s. Students shared
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The Hip Hop Heads club discuss films like ‘Juice’ and how they significantly impact the genre.

their opinions following a showing of Tupac
Shakur’s film, “Juice.”
Released in January 1992, “Juice” follows the lives of four young men trying to
find their way in Harlem while also dealing
with issues of racism, gang activity and the
need for respect in a world that constantly
undermines their worth.
Receiving the gold award in March 1992
by the Recording Industry Association of
America, the movie’s soundtrack consists of
legendary hip-hop artists including Naughty by Nature, Big Daddy Kane, EPMD and
Cypress Hill.
Club President Ashley Landa said in
comparison to jazz and classical music, hiphop is often disregarded in the academic
field despite its influence on popular culture
like dance, art, clothing and films.
“I think a lot of people think that hip-hop
is just music, but it’s a whole culture. So the
point of the club is basically bringing the
culture to diﬀerent types of people, whether
they like the music or not. Just enjoy the culture and learn more about it,” Landa said.
Earlier this semester, Hip Hop Heads announced their formal aﬃliation with Black
Scholars Union.
The club’s event planner and treasurer,
Jayla Browne, said the reason she joined
was to be more engaged with the black
community at CSUF and to help the currently small community grow.
“Every person can rap to tell a story, so
I feel like rap and black culture really can
unite as one on this campus,” Browne said.
Landa said she struggled to get the

CSUF Healthy Campus Week

club joined to a council, facing rejections from Mesa Cooperativa and Association for Inter-Cultural Awareness,
but eventually found their home with the
Black Student Union.
“I think the Black Student Union is a
perfect family to be under. BSU has always been the one we wanted to be under,”
Landa said.
Bethany Whittaker, Fullerton’s Black Student Union president, also shares this view
on the club’s integration into the council.
“The importance of a club like Hip Hop
Heads is merging the culture of black culture, but also music as well, and I love that
Hip Hop Heads is here and under BSU now
because it provides that space to talk about
that,” Whittaker said.
Brandon Le, a transfer student, said he
joined the club to meet new people with
similar interests and identifies with artists
like Brockhampton and Outkast.
“They’re able to formulate their thoughts
into full stories rather than a normal pop
song where they barely say anything, and I
just liked storytelling and how they’re able
to formulate their messages,” Le said.
The club is also pushing for community involvement by encouraging students to
submit their hip-hop album reviews, blog
posts, artwork and music to share in their
newsletter and on social media pages.
In addition to their regular Wednesday
meetings, the club will also be hosting an
artwork and hip-hop event on Oct. 2, Beef
Rap event on Nov. 6 and an Open Mic/Cypher event on Dec. 4.

(Sept 23-27)

Mental Health
Monday

Outdoor Yoga 12:15-12:45 - ECS Lawn (near health center) Come early to get your spot and a FREE Prana yoga mat (ﬁrst 50
participants – must stay for entire event)!!!

Tension-release
Tuesday

Each Mind Matters table event 11:30-1:30 - ECS Lawn (near health center) Mental Health resources and information

Wellness
Wednesday

Line/Group Dancing 12:15 – 12:45 – Promenade (Near Langsdorf Hall & Fountain) Participants wear CSUF gear to be entered to
win Columbia backpack with CSUF Swag!

Thriving
Thursday

Rethink Your Drink & Fall into Fitness table events 11:30-1:30 - ECS Lawn (near health center).

Fruit-n-veggie
Friday

Free fruit and veggie handouts & fun activities 11:30-1:30 in front of Student Rec Center & College Park entrance. Post #FNVFriday to be entered to win prizes!

#HealthyCampus

#FNVFriday

ALL Activities open to Students, Staff & Faculty!
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